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✓Key determinants of optimal 𝛱∗ include
- Trend productivity growth,
- Size of idiosyncratic shock,
- Labor supply/demand elasticity.

✓Results are robust to
- Rebating adj. cost,
- Alternative monetary policy rule, etc.

Sensitivity analysis

✓Cost and benefit of inflation

✓Wage setting with DNWR (stylized example)

- DNWR leads to both upward and 
downward deviation from flexible wage.

Model overview

✓How does the optimal inflation rate change in the presence of worker heterogeneity
in an economy with downward nominal wage rigidity (DNWR)?
- Previous studies find it is close to zero in a rep. agent (RA) New Keynesian (NK) model.

Research question

✓U.S. micro wage data implies substantial DNWR.
✓DNWR causes cross-sectional misallocation of labor as well as inefficient dynamics. 

- Welfare cost in a 2% inflation economy: RA model: 0.20%->HA model: 0.97% of consumption.
✓The optimal inflation rate becomes higher due to worker heterogeneity. 

- Larger “grease the wheels” effect of inflation.

Key findings

✓Develop a heterogeneous agent (HA) NK model with asymmetric wage adj. cost.
✓Estimate the adj. cost according to U.S. micro wage data.

Approach

✓Welfare loss in a 2% inflation economy
- Cross-sectional misallocation of labor enlarge 

welfare loss in the HA model.

✓Optimal inflation rate 𝛱∗

- HA model ≈ 2%, RA model < 0%

Welfare analysis

✓Quantitative model with asymmetric 
wage adj. (fixed+linear) cost.
- SMM according to U.S. micro wage data.
- 46 data moments* vs. 10 model param.

Estimation
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where  𝑤𝑑: desired wage, 𝜓 : shadow value of DNWR

✓Wage change distribution
- Higher 𝛱∗ increases wage flexibility, but still

substantial heterogeneity.

Cross-sectional distribution and 𝛱∗
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*Data moments are those reported by
Grigsby, J., E. Hurst and A. Yildirmaz, "Aggregate Nominal Wage Adjustments:
New Evidence from Administrative Payroll Data," NBERWP No.25628, 2019.


